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SESSION PROPOSAL 26
DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF PILOT AND FEASIBILITY TRIALS: FOCUS ON UNRESOLVED ISSUES
Lehana Thabane, Health Research Methods, Evidence, and Impact, McMaster University

Description of Session:
External pilot and feasibility (PAF) trials are an essential part of trial preparation, particularly for the planning of
complex interventions. However, they rarely published, there is confusion about the definitions of the terms “pilot
trial” and “feasibility trial and there are also misunderstandings about their purpose”. Further, the ones that are
published often show the objectives are often not about feasibility, but focus on clinical outcomes, and there is lack of
clarity on methodological focus. In this session graduate trainees supervised by the PAFS group will discuss some of
the unresolved uncertainties in design, conduct, analysis and reporting of external pilot and feasibility trials: i)
Consent process in PAFS: Here we aimed to assess the transparency of informed consent in PAFS by investigating
whether researchers communicate, through consent documents, key features of the studies. ii) Reporting of
progression criteria for PAFS: this part will discuss the characteristics of progression criteria reported in external
randomised pilot trial and protocol publications, including whether progression criteria are specified a-priori and
feature in the prepublication peer review reports.; iii) Does the size of a pilot study affect what happens next? : this
part will investigate whether the sample size of pilot studies is connected to their progression on the research pathway
through linking published pilot trials to their future pieces of research. Here we address issues such as: What are the
outcomes following a pilot trial? What was the sample size of the pilot and the planned and achieved sample size of
the future work (if applicable)? Was the sample size of the pilot trial used to inform the sample size of the definitive
trial/further pilot work? Is there an association between the size of the pilot and whether the pilot progressed?
Suggested organizers, chair, speakers and discussant:
10 minutes from the Organizer: Lehana Thabane, on update on PAFS and the unresolved issues
20 minutes: Mohammed Khan (DDS student): Biostatistics Unit, St. Joseph’s Healthcare, Hamilton, Ontario and
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada: Transparency of informed consent in pilot and feasibility studies is
inadequate: a single centre quality assurance study
20 minutes: Katie Mellor (PhD student), Centre for Statistics in Medicine, University of Oxford, Oxford, England:
Progression from external pilot to definitive randomised controlled trial are not adequately reported: A
methodological review of progression criteria reporting
20 minutes: Saskia Eddy (PhD student), Institute of Population Health Sciences, Barts and the London School of
Medicine and Dentistry, Queen Mary University of London, London, England: Does the size of a pilot study affect
what happens next?
20 minutes for Summary and open discussion, co-chaired by: Sandra Eldridge, Gillian Lancaster
Contributors:
Mohammed Khan, University of Toronto
Katie Mellor , University of Oxford
Saskia Eddy, Queen Mary University of London
Sandra Eldridge, Queen Mary University of London
Gillian Lancaster, University of Keele
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